
run jump add escape drop 
scatter use eat drink job 
hug march promise hold 
untie talk stay turn imag-
ine think allow open kick 
rinse call fasten hang ead 
play teach practice sing 

make build cry count find 
hide bang notice mix lift 
cut change paint press 

buy smoke draw   attack 
introduce itch question 
grab damage laugh fly 

light pull milk ride tear 
touch blow climb fall 
gather blow up worry 

brush make up push tell 

Verb Charades
A guessing game for English language learners

Easy Verbs Two (no reasons), 101 - 200

by John Spiri



Directions

This is a fun speaking/grammar activity designed for EFL/ESL learners. It would work 
with young learners who are either native speakers or second language learners as 
well. 

Directions:
1. Print the desired number of cards, preferably on matte paper and cut along the dot-
ted lines. In addition, the layout fits perforated A-One name card paper. 

While these are generally easy verbs they omit some that are easiest (and difficult to 
gesture) like go and come. Also, some of the responses (written at the bottom of the 
card) are a little difficult. In general, the cards get more difficult as the number gets 
higher, with the first ten being the easiest and cards 90-100 being most difficult.

2. Demonstrate the activity by doing a gesture and asking students to guess by ask-
ing, “Are you __________ing?” I like to do a bowling action because it’s easy to act out 
and easy for students to guess.  Emphasize that students are not to merely say a word 
but ask in sentence form using an “ing” verb.

3. After students correctly guess the sample gesture, write the following on the board:

Partner A:  (do the gesture written and shown on the verb card)
Partner B:  “Are you __________ing?”
Partner A:  “No, guess again.” OR “That’s right.” 
Partner B:  If wrong, guess again. 

4. Pass out 1-5 cards to each student, face down. Instruct them to keep the card hidden 
from their partner.

5. After everyone has one or more cards, instruct students: “You will take turns doing 
a gesture and guessing the verb. When finished, pass your cards to the next pair.” 
Physically point out the best rotation that will allow the cards to go around the room 
in the most convenient manner. If student chairs are in rows the teacher will need to 
fetch the last pair’s cards and bring them to the first pair. If students are seated in a 
circle, the cards will just go around.

6. As pairs finish and are waiting to receive new cards, feed more cards into the rota-
tion. This will keep faster pairs on task.

7. After all pairs have used all or nearly all cards (10-30 minutes), end the activity and 
collect the cards.



8. Review by having all students stand up. Do a gesture; students raise their hands to 
guess the gesture (in a complete sentence). Explain word meanings as needed. After 
each student has correctly guessed your gesture, he or she can sit down. Review until 
all students are sitting.

Verbs, ten per page, are as follows:

1. climb a tree, care for a person, produce cars, record music, control yourself, wave, 
order food, change a diaper, pass a car, pay back a friend

2. plan, present, color, agree, consider something, refuse something, act on a stage, 
step on a cup, teach math, create art 

3. pray, comb (your) hair, get a sleepy student’s attention, hunt with a bow and ar-
row, smell a rose, sew, look in a mirror, cheat on a test, shave, scold a child

4. argue, cook barbeque food, drown, beg for money, fold clothes, apologize, 
scratch your head, bite an apple, rob a bank, hurry

5. open a chestnut with your teeth, kick, breathe deep, knock on a door, stir a pot, 
stretch, tie sneakers, hit a home run, wrap a bandage around your arm, thread a 
needle

6. practice tai chi, balance on a tightrope, sweep the floor, rub your hands, obey or-
ders, whisper, clap, sip coffee, lick, yell

7. lay down, serve, break glass, listen, arrive at an airport, promise, rest, cover an 
iPad, thank someone, lose (weight)

8. spend money, share, squeeze, vote, stop someone, make a wish, fight, measure a 
table, shake hands, visit a prison

9. buy from a vending machine, clean the floor, suffer from a stomachache, fish, 
drink alcohol, wear clothes, fly on a plane, feel surprised, win, travel

10. draw, raise your arms, race, get married, take a cell phone call, treat a patient, 
pack, fear the future, drop a treat, hit the drums



101. climb a tree 102. care for a person

103. produce cars 104. record music

105. control yourself 106. wave

107. order food 108. change a diaper

109. pass a car 110. pay back a friend

 


